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ABSTRACT
JML is a notation for specifying the detailed design of Java
classes and interfaces. JML’s assertions are stated using a
slight extension of Java’s expression syntax. This should
make it easy to use. Tools for JML aid in static analysis,
verification, and run-time debugging of Java code.
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1. INTRODUCTION
JML [8, 7], which stands for “Java Modeling Language,”
is useful for specifying the detailed design of Java classes
and interfaces. It can be used to specify the details of the
interface and behavior of such Java modules including pre-
and postconditions for methods and class invariants.

JML is a cooperative, open effort. The notation and tools
are currently being developed at Compaq Systems Research
Center, the University of Nijmegen, and Iowa State Uni-
versity. However, we welcome participation by others who
wish, for example, to extend it for new uses, perform case
studies, develop tools, or work on semantic issues.

2. EXTENDED STATIC CHECKER
At Compaq Systems Research Center, the Extended Static
Checker (ESC) project [9] uses a subset of JML as an anno-
tation language for its ESC/Java tool. This tool can auto-
matically check for certain kinds of common errors in Java
code, such as dereferencing null or indexing an array outside
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its bounds. These checks are done statically and automati-
cally; the checking is done without running the code and the
user does not intervene other than to supply annotations in
the code. ESC/Java takes the provided annotations into
account to suppress spurious warning messages.

For example, in the following, the lightweight JML anno-
tation that starts with //@ contains a single precondition.
This precondition says that the formal parameter, descript,
may not be the null reference.

//@ requires descript != null;

public String deleteAtAfterNl(String descript)

{ /* ... */ }

The annotations provided also cause ESC/Java to perform
additional checks. For example, ESC/Java would warn if an
actual parameter to the above method could be null. Thus
adding JML annotations helps give better quality warnings,
use of ESC/Java fosters more annotations, and in turn these
annotations help the tool do a better job of checking code
for potential errors.

3. JML CHECKER
At Iowa State University, tools are being developed that use
JML annotations in generating HTML documentation [12],
and that use JML annotations for run-time debugging [1].

The HTML pages generated from JML annotated specifica-
tions are similar to those produced by Javadoc [3]. However,
the documents also contain information from JML annota-
tions, including method specifications, class invariants, etc.

The prototype tool that uses JML annotations for run-time
debugging can automatically check preconditions of meth-
ods. It can also automatically check whether a class in-
variant holds at run-time. It does this by generating Java
source code that contains the additional checks at the begin-
ning of each method body. As in Eiffel [10], this capability
helps in debugging code. Unlike Eiffel, the tool cannot yet
check postconditions. However, the JML checker can han-
dle annotations in Java interfaces (where no code can be
directly added) and JML’s model (specification-only) fields.
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Model fields are important for the specification of Java in-
terfaces, and also allow more complete specification of col-
lection classes than is easy to do in Eiffel.

Both of these tools handle JML’s specification inheritance
[2]. That is, they combine specifications from superclasses
and superinterfaces and use those to form a complete spec-
ification of a class [13].

4. LOOP TOOL
The University of Nijmegen’s LOOP tool [5] translates JML
annotations into proof obligations. These proof obligations
are used in an interactive theorem prover (PVS or Isabelle)
to verify the correctness of a Java implementation. The
translation from JML to formal proof obligations has re-
quired the Nijmegen group to formalize many details of Java
and JML’s semantics. Interactive theorem proving is labor-
intensive, but allows verification of more complicated prop-
erties than can be handled by static checking. The two ap-
proaches (static and semantic checking) are complementary.

As a serious case study, the Nijmegen group is applying JML
and the LOOP tool to Java smart cards [11]. The Java
Card language is a good target for this study, because it
is a simple subset of Java that does not contain complex
features as threads and dynamic loading.

5. THE JML NOTATION
JML is also interesting as a specification language.

JML blends the Eiffel [10] and Larch [4] traditions (and oth-
ers which space precludes mentioning). Because JML sup-
ports model (specification-only) fields in classes, specifica-
tions can be more precise and complete than those typically
given in Eiffel. However, because, like Eiffel, it uses Java’s
expression syntax in assertions, JML’s notation is easier for
programmers to learn than one based on the Larch Shared
Language (LSL). On the other hand, to allow specifications
to use mathematical theories like those that would be spec-
ified in LSL, JML includes several such theories, such as
sets and sequences, but hides them behind a facade of Java
classes. This allows these theories to be used in assertions
as if they were a set of Java classes.

As in the Larch family, JML method specifications have a
frame axiom (the modifiable clause), which says what fields
a method may assign to. JML also allows various forms of
redundancy in method specifications, including the state-
ment of properties that are implied by the specification and
examples that illustrate how a method can be used [4, 6, 14].
These can be used to call the reader’s attention to various
properties. A theorem prover could also use them as proof
obligations, which could help debug the specification. The
examples can also be used as method test cases.
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